3 Using multimedia in e-learning

Introduction
Why use multimedia in teaching?
Copyright and multimedia works: an introduction
Digitization of analogue recordings
Identifying rights holders and getting permission
Copying broadcasts: The ERA Licence
Box of Broadcasts
Catch up TV services/television on demand
BBC iPlayer
Creating audio/video content in-house: copyright issues
Podcasting and audio recordings
Lecture capture and IPR issues
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Case Study 4: Open educational resources, Oxford on iTunes U and OpenSpires, University of Oxford, UK
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4 Copyright issues and ‘born’ digital resources
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Digital rights management
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Content from publishers
Case Study 5: The Electronic Course Material service of the University of Auckland, New Zealand
E-books
Databases and other subscription resources
Lecturers’ own digital content: teaching materials
Student-owned content
Conclusions and general advice
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5 Copyright in the emerging digital environment

Introduction
What is Web 2.0?
New technologies for learning
Wikis
Case Study 6: Zurich International School, New Zealand – e-learning and copyright